To

All NACH member banks

**Additional Reports**

NACH system provides inward files to destination banks after every presentation session is closed and response files to sponsor banks after every return session is closed. It is the responsibility of the banks to validate the inward and response files received, reconcile the amount to ensure that all the files are received and processed by them. In order to facilitate the banks two additional reports will be provided to the banks at the end of day:

1. I001 - Destination bank date-wise response pendency report (This report will provide the list of inward files for which the return response is pending for upload for that day).
2. R001 - Sponsor bank wise response files name (This report will provide the list of entire response files generated for that day)

NPCI will provide these as daily scheduler reports and make them available to banks in their respective bank folder through SFG. Banks should note that the first level of check for the banks will be reconciliation between the settlement amount and the inward / response files received for a day, the reports now introduced should be used only as an additional information for cross verification and not as a substitute for reconciliation process. Banks should not completely rely only on the reports provided for processing the files.

It is the responsibility of the banks to process all inward files received and submit the response in time, any slippage in processing the files will lead to delayed payment and penalty as per the harmonisation of TAT guidelines issued by RBI. Banks are advised to make use of additional information and ensure in time processing, note that NPCI shall not follow up with the banks for response submission.

This reports will be made available with effect from June 15, 2020. All member banks are advised to make note and disseminate the information to all the concerned. For clarifications, please raise in **CRM**.

With warm regards,

(Giridhar G M)
Chief – Offline product operations & technology